Overview

After the hot water drill (HWD) melted a hole through the RIS Richard Levy lowered the Digital Optical Calibration Tool for Observing Roundness (DOCTOR) into the ice hole to inspect the size of the hole and to observe the sea floor. The DOCTOR is a Sony video camera inside a Benthos case mounter on 2 rods about 2-m long with an LED light at the other end. The DOCTOR was typically facing downward during profiling, but a few videos show the DOCTOR looking upward. See the image of the DOCTOR below.

Initial observations were fascinating, but we did not know the depth of the images. We then mounted a SBE CTD above the DOCTOR and integrated the data into the DOCTOR’s imaging. Note the term supercooling in defined as the difference between the in situ temperature and the freezing temperature as a function of P and S. Positive supercooling means ice is forming.
M1 NIWA Mooring Videos

Before the M1 NIWA mooring deployment a CTD cast was made in the ice hole with a weight tied 6 m below the cage and the instrument was lowered to the bottom until the tension decreased on the CTD wire.

![Figure 2. M1 mooring site CTD profile.](image)

Depths were calculated from pressure and the local latitude of 77.5 S. The CTD cast gives the following results (Figures 3 and 4):

- The total maximum CTD pressure of 792.5 db indicates a depth of 782.7 m plus 6m to the bottom weight, giving a total depth at mooring M1 of 789 m relative to MSL.

- The CTD data showed an abrupt change in salinity and density at 219 m below MSL reflecting changing water properties at the bottom of the ice hole and thus the thickness of the ice from MSL to the bottom ice surface was 219 m.

- The thickness of the fresh-warm melt water in the ice hole was calculated by integrating the specific volume anomaly in the ice hole from the water surface to 219 m. The fresh melt-water air/sea level was 223.1 m above the lower surface of the RIS and thus 4.2 m above MSL. This water in the ice hole was unstable (from the CTD density), mixing was made by lowering and raising cameras and gravity corers through the ice hole, and the melt-water in the ice hole was pumped from the ice hole to other test holes for various other engineering test purposes. We assume local seawater will eventually filled the ice hole and the water level in the ice hole will be converge to local MSL on the nearby open ocean shelf 6 km to the north.
The distance from the upper surface of the RIS to this fresh melt-water level was measured with a small float lowered down the ice hole to the water level was observed to be 41.2 m.

Figure 3. The geometry of the RIS at the NIWA M1 mooring site showing the melt-water surface 4.2 m above MSL in the ice hole.

The two Coulman High mooring sites M1 and M2 are located approximately 10 km apart on the RIS (see Figure 1). The M1 RIS total thickness is 264-m overlying above 570-m of seawater in a cavity below the ice shelf. The total M1 (M2) site depth (upper surface of the RIS to the sea floor) is 834-m (see Figure 3). The hot water drilling operation was the led by New Zealanders Jeremy Ridgen and Hedley Berge. A 220-m x 0.05 m diameter ice hole was typically completed in about 4 hours for the Inductive Modem ground wire and a 220 m x 0.30 m diameter ice hole was completed in about 24-48 hours for the main instrument deployment ice hole. Firn ice characterized the ice shelf above MSL. The NIWA M1 mooring consisted of five Nortek 6000-m Aquadopp

Figure 4. The NIWA M2 mooring deployed.
Inductive Modem current meters and four SeaBird Microcat Inductive Modem PTC recorders. The WHOI M2 mooring also had a surface inductive modem (SIM) card, Campbell CR1000 controller/logger, and Iridium switched circuit data telemetry. Both the M1 and M2 moorings were deployed with a WHOI designed Ice Tethered Profiler (ITP) tripod/winch system. We will return to Coulman High in January 2011 or 2012 to recover the moorings. The WHOI M2 mooring provides real-time data via Iridium and the edited data and preliminary data analysis on


After the HWD penetrated through the RIS into the seawater cavity below the ice, the artificial melt-water level in the ice hole dropped about 6 m as the water level in the ice hole reached equilibrium with the open ocean. It is curious that this water level represents the top of a warm fresh column of stably stratified water in the ice hole that floats approximately 4-6 m above MSL. See Appendix 1.

After the M1 ice hole was opened up with the HWD, a Sony high definition movie camera system, called the Digital Optical Calibration Tool for Observing Roundness (DOCTOR) tool, was lowered into the ice hole to assess the physical dimensions of the hole at depth and to inspect the bottom sediments. Figure 4 shows a single frame of the movie as the camera descended into the seawater cavity from the ice hole. Note the groves worn into the side of the

Figure 5. Snapshot looking up of the bottom of the Ross Ice Shelf where the ice hole interfaces with seawater. A light facing away from the camera is approximately 1 m above the camera and mounted on 2 rigid metal bars.
ice hole, presumably by the spectra rope used to repeatedly lower and raise the gravity core tool and camera as the 20 cm/s current in the seawater cavity below the ice shelf dragged the cable to one side of the opening.

![Image of the seafloor beneath the Ross Ice Shelf at the Coulman High M1 mooring site. A boulder with approximate diameter of 200 mm is directly below the camera. Starfish on the seafloor are observed to be fleeing the descending camera in the movie.](http://www.whoi.edu/science/PO/coastal/ANDRILL_2010_Mooring/M2_WHOI_Mooring)

The original movie of the camera descending into the ice hole and seafloor cavity can be viewed at [http://www.whoi.edu/science/PO/coastal/ANDRILL_2010_Mooring/M2_WHOI_Mooring](http://www.whoi.edu/science/PO/coastal/ANDRILL_2010_Mooring/M2_WHOI_Mooring)

**M2 WHOI Mooring**

Before the M1 NIWA mooring deployment a CTD cast was made in the ice hole with a weight tied 6 m below the cage and the instrument was lowered to the bottom until the tension decreased on the CTD wire.
The WHOI M2 mooring consisted of five Nortek 6000-m Aquadopp Inductive Modem current meters and five SeaBird Microcat Inductive Modem PTC recorders (SBE 37IMP). The WHOI M2 mooring had a surface inductive modem (SIM) card, Campbell CR1000 controller/logger, and Iridium modem and antenna at the ice surface. Both the M1 and M2 moorings were deployed with a WHOI designed Ice Tethered Profiler (ITP) tripod/winch system. We will return to Coulman High in January 2011 or 2012 to recover the moorings. The WHOI M2 mooring provides real-time data via Iridium and the edited data and preliminary data analysis, will soon be served on http://www.whoi.edu/science/PO/coastal/ANDRILL_2010_Mooring/

After the HWD penetrated through the RIS into the seawater cavity below the ice, the artificial melt-water level in the ice hole dropped about 6 m as the water level reached equilibrium with the open ocean. It is curious that this water level represents the top of a warm fresh column of stably stratified water in the ice hole that floats approximately 5 m above MSL. See Appendix 1.

After the M2 ice hole was opened up with the HWD, a Sony high definition movie camera was lowered into the ice hole to assess the physical dimensions of the hole at depth and to inspect the bottom sediments. Figure 7 shows a single frame of the movie as the camera descended into the seawater cavity from the ice hole. Note the groves worn into the side of the ice hole, presumably by the spectra rope used to repeatedly lower and raise the gravity core tool and camera as the 20 cm/s current in the seawater cavity below the ice shelf dragged the cable to one side of the opening.
The WHOI M2 Inductive modem ground return mooring was deployed on December 1 after melting a 0.1 m diameter by 220 m hole in the RIS in about 2 hours. The mooring was deployed from a tripod and Ice Tethered Profiler (ITP) winch by 0000 December 1, 2010.

Appendix 1. Assume there are no horizontal pressure gradients at the level of the bottom surface of the ice shelf between the open ocean 6 km to the north and the ice hole open to the atmosphere. Thus no horizontal pressure gradients $p$ and $\frac{dp}{dy} = 0$ and $dp = \rho \ g \ dz$,

$$\rho_{\text{seawater}} \ g \ h_{\text{seawater}} = \rho_{\text{freshwater}} \ g \ h_{\text{freshwater}}$$

$$h_{\text{freshwater}} = h_{\text{seawater}} \ \frac{\rho_{\text{seawater}}}{\rho_{\text{freshwater}}}$$

where $h$ is 219 m from a CTD profile in the ice hole, freshwater density is 1000 kg/m$^3$ and seawater density is 1029 kg/m$^3$

$$= 219 \times \frac{1000}{1029} = 225.1 \text{ m}$$

Thus the freshwater in the ice hole is 6.1 m above sea level and this height decreases to mean sea level as saltwater mixes into the hole.
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